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A series of dialogues to build insight and understanding on how to lead in the new 

reality 'Post-COVID' with a focus on tangible recommendations and next steps that 

leaders and CEOs can bring to their business

A need to adapt and thrive in the post COVID worldLeading

An entirely new context that the Chemicals 

ecosystem will have to
New

Reality
Volatility is here to stay, need to deal with what is 

now the new reality
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With you today

COVID-19 Impact: How to lead in crisis

Dr. Andreas Gocke

Global Leader of BCG's 

Chemicals Practice

Peter Tollman

Global leader of BCG's

CEO Advisory Practice

James Brimm

CEO Advisor

Sipchem

Kirk-Dale McDowall-Rose

Advisor to the Office

of the CEO of Tadawul

Keith Hutton

General Counsel Legal
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Leadership Matters: In Crisis

COVID-19 Impact: How to lead in crisis

Peter Tollman

Global leader of BCG's

CEO Advisory Practice

In Collaboration with:
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Which leadership 
practices matter?

Leadership matters, and 

significantly more so in a crisis.  

The findings of a new, extensive 

study of CEO performance will be 

used to catalyze discussion

COVID-19 Impact: How to lead in crisis
In Collaboration with:
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How much do 
CEOs matter?

+9pp

+2pp

-4pp

-11pp

40th

Percentile of CEO impact

80th 60th 20th

20pp

spread

CEO effect on TSR performance throughout tenure

The CEO Effect is annualized impact a CEO term has on TSR 

outperformance after controlling for Year, Industry, Company  

Source: S&P; BoardEx; BCG Henderson Institute analysis 

7K tenures

1985-

2018 

30k annual 

reports, 

SEC filings

80

countries

COVID-19 Impact: How to lead in crisis
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80th percentile

Leadership impact multiplies in crises
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# firms 

dropping out 

of Fortune 500

Competitive volatility ~30% higher in downturns

1973-75 1980-82 1989-90 2001-03 2008-09

-20

+10

-10

0
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CEO effect

on TSR

outperformance

Stable, regulated 

environments2

Dynamic

environments2

Forced CEO turnover spiked in 

2008 financial crisis

2000 2005 2010 2015

2

4

6

Year

Forced CEO turnover as % of total CEOs3

5%

1. Spread is difference between 80th and 20th percentiles 2. High-growth, dynamic 
environments (incl. IT/Comms industries), Stable, regulated environments (including 
Utilities, real estate, financials) 3. 2500 largest global companies
Source: Fortune 500 Listings, NBER, S&P Capital IQ, BoardEx, BCG Henderson Institute 
analysis; ThomsonOne via Strategy+Business 2018 CEO Success Study20th percentile 

+23pp1
+15pp1

CEO impact greater in dynamic environments
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Focus on purpose

Long-term, "biological" 

approach to strategy

Activist approach to 

capital allocation

Act early 

Improve ESG metrics

What top-

performing 

CEOs do 

differently

In Collaboration with:
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Leadership Action In Chemicals: COVID Impact

COVID-19 Impact: How to lead in crisis

Dr. Andreas Gocke

Global Leader of BCG's 

Chemicals Practice
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Source: BCG analysis

Impact

type

1

4

5

Structural demand decrease

2 Temporary demand decrease

3
Stable demand, interrupted
global supply chain

Temporary demand increase

Structural demand increase

Segment 

examples

Key supply

factors

Key demand

factors

Volume PriceSupply availabilityRaw material price

Personal care

Agro chemicals

Food ingredients

Feed additives

Home care

Eng. Plastics

PU and precursor

Electronic chemicals

Coatings

Construction chemicals

Pharmaceuticals (APIs)

Biocides

Health care consumables

Pigments

Distribution

Composites

Neutral Positive impact, e.g., demand increase Limited negative impact Substantial negative impact 

COVID-19 Impact: How to lead in crisis

COVID-19 with five distinct impact types for chemical 

segments

In Collaboration with:
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Key rebound action fields for chemical companies 

Winning in the rebound

Workforce

(re)-activation

(Re)-conquer

market share

Supply chain

ramp-up

Supplier 

steering/ 

commercials

Operations

ramp-up

Portfolio 

(re)-prioritization

Supplier risk management
• Supplier risk monitor

• Supply flexibility for critical materials

• Spend opportunities without supply risk

Portfolio simplification
• Specification/

grade diversity

• Multi-sourcing/ 

substitution

Rebalancing portfolio
• Review portfolio mix

Tapping new commercial value sources
• Market share opportunities (incl. M&A)

• Advanced pricing along value chain

Rebalancing make or buy
• Resilience check and review of shortage risks

Operational and commercial pre-loading
• E2E site/technical readiness for rebound

• Asset need/utilization, start-up volumes

• Agile E2E business rule management 

Global supply stream optimization
• Regional repositioning post-COVID-19

• Optimize and simplify global supply streams

Inventory and
logistics resilience
• Early-on logistics 

capacity planning

• Smart inventory 

management 

• Supply risk monitor

Flexible workforce 
management

Smart work

Availability 
management and
back-up plans

…

R&D portfolio
resilience streamlining

e-Commercial boost
• Step change in digital 

sales; Inside Sales

Strategic customer 
portfolio shifts
• Strategic realignment 

of customer portfolio

Application
project push

Standardize 
technologies

Reprioritizing strategic projects
• Strategic (CAPEX) projects restart/acceleration in revised market situation

In Collaboration with:
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Preparing for "New Normal" in chemicals beyond 2020

Structural changes to "New Normal"

More regional and resilient 

value chains

Public stimulus into 

innovation and 

infrastructure

Consumers buy more 

remote, lean, and green

Cheaper feedstock disrupt 

competitiveness

Wildcards – crisis likely to 

create further lasting impact

Disruption of inter regional supply is driving competition and 

customers alike to localize supply chains

EU stimulus supports key industries but as well innovation fields, 

China announced to boost infrastructure

e-Commerce and inside sales on the rise, sustainable ingredients

and packaging surging

Raw material shifting mix and price levels, e.g., long-term low 

crude prices, pressure on US shale gas (cash negative below $40 per 

barrel)

e.g., role of China going forward, will premiumization and

local-to-local increase faster?

Source: BCG
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D
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B
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Discussion

Questions
Is there an area you would like to focus more 

on but find challenging to do so? Why?

Have you employed any of these principles in 

your context and would like to share a learning?

12

In Collaboration with:

What are some examples of actions taken or 

learnings you would like to share with the group?

Where are the biggest opportunities for 

transformational outcomes from the crisis?

• Focus on purpose

• Long-term, "biological"

approach to strategy

• Activist approach to

capital allocation

• Act early 

• Improve ESG metrics

Leadership Behaviors

Business Actions

• Portfolio Re-prioritization

• Inventory & Logistics Resilience

• Tap new commercial value sources 

• Accelerate digital transformation

• Revamp organization for the New Reality
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Key Takeaways
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